
 

ISRAEL 

Sports in Israel began in the early  twentieth century during the new Jewish settlement in the Land of Israel.  The Z

movement aimed to create a new, strong, and muscular Jew to  contrast with the image of the Diaspora Jew.  Spor

were one way to achieve this goal.  However, most of the Jewish immigration to the  Israel came from Eastern Eur

such sports awareness was less developed.  As a result sports and body culture did not win a high place on the list 

priorities. 

The majority of the competitive leagues and sports unions were founded during the British Mandate (192

which preceded the establishment of the State of Israel.  The Football Union, Sports Union, and the Land of Israel

Committee were all established.  At this time, the “Maccabia,” the Jewish Olympic Games competition, was initia

The establishment of the State of Israel in 1948 did not bring about a dramatic change in sports and their institution

their becoming state owned and sovereign.     

The historical development of sports in Israel was influenced by several factors.  The most significant are

and Israel’s position in the international arena.  The Jewish settlement grew mainly as a result of immigration wav

with them modern training methods (most recently in swimming) and exceptional athletes who have represented I

various individual sports, especially track and field.  The geopolitical stand of Israel and its hostile relations with n

Arab countries have resulted in the isolation of Israel within its region and have forced it to struggle for its position

Europe.  (A salient expression of this was the murder of eleven Israeli athletes in the Munich Olympic Games in 1

 

Participant and Spectator Sports 

Israel’s greatest successes in the international arena to date have been in judo and sailing, where it has won Olymp

has succeeded in both international and continental competitions.  In the Barcelona Olympics, Yael Arad won a sil

judo and Oren Smadja a bronze one.  In the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta, Gal Friedman won a bronze medal for mist

surfboarding, and in the 2000 Olympics in Sydney, Michael Kalganov was awarded a bronze medal for kayaking. 

Despite Israel’s success in these branches of sports, football and basketball enjoy the greatest popularity. 

league has been in operation e since 1932.  Maccabi Tel Aviv, Hapoel Tel Aviv, Maccabi Haifa, and Beitar Jerusa

leading teams in Israel.  These teams have won the majority of the national championships and draw the largest nu

spectators.  Israel’s national football team’s highest achievement has been its participation in the Mondial, which t



Mexico in 1970.  In recent years Israeli teams have taken part in the various European championships and have ma

impressive achievements, with the peak being Maccabi Haifa’s participation in the Europe Cup finals in 2003.  Ba

second most popular sport in Israel, but in terms of achievement it supersedes football.  The Israeli National Team

the European Championship regularly and in 1978 won the championship. Maccabi Tel-Aviv is the strongest bask

the country and has won virtually every  national championship in the last thirty years.  This team is also considere

strongest teams in Europe and has won the Europe Cup four times thus far, while reaching the finals six other time

Women in Sport 

Prior to the establishment of the State of Israel, an ethos of the equality of women with  men in all aspects of life w

This concept is more apparent than real, and the “equality gap”between men and women in Israel is evident.  The n

women who participate in competitive sports and in sports unions is low in comparison with their counterparts in t

world. Although volleyball, handball, and water polo leagues, among others, do exist, the level of play is low and 

enjoy almost no media exposure.  The participation of  women’s national teams in international competitions is rar

women’s game relatively successful  is basketball.  The Women’s Basketball League enjoys both public and medi

and the level of the play in the league is higher than in other leagues, due to the many players from other countries

the league.  Several Israeli women’s basketball teams participate in European competitions as well.   

In light of the dismal situation of women’s sports in Israel, it is rather surprising that it is women who hav

of the most impressive achievements in the country: Yael Arad, the judoist mentioned earlier, and Esther Roth Sha

short distance runner and long jumper,  have compiled  a long list of achievements.  Among other successes, Shah

responsible for Israel’s  highest achievement in track and field when she reached  sixth place in the 100-meter hurd

Montreal Olympics in 1976.  Also noteworthy are the achievements of two women who immigrated to Israel after 

personal careers abroad and whose contributions have been especially important in the fields of training: Angelica

Romania, world champion in table –tennis, and Agnes Kelty from Hungary, world champion in Olympic gymnast

Sports Unions and Society 

The society that first developed in Israel was sectarian and divided into different political camps. Each camp fough

the character of the society in formation.  Each  established its own institutions and unions.  Correspondingly, the 

were political and reflected the political structure of Israeli society.  The Hapoel (Workers) Union was founded as 



socialist workers group in  society.  The Maccabi Union reflected the bourgeoisie; Elitzur, the religious camp; and

national right. 

The establishment of the state did not put an end to the organizational politicization of Israeli sports, whic

influenced the structure of the various leagues, representation on the various national teams, the structure of sports

the distribution of resources, as well as fan groups. 

In recent years these ideological differences have become less marked as Israeli society undergoes a proc

privatization.  The political centers of the past have not disappeared, yet they have lost their clear political identity

competitive sports, which were amateur and later became semiprofessional, are becoming more professional. 

The Future 

Israeli sports stand today at several turning points that will pave the way to important changes in the future.  The d

of political unions and the transition of competitive sports from amateur to professional have brought about a more

approach, which will ultimately raise the level of Israeli sports.  Nevertheless, this change has so far been witnesse

competitive teams that strengthen  themselves with outside players, and less in the national teams.  This more prof

approach can also be seen in the distribution of additional resources to the Olympic Committee, which nurtures ath

scientifically in preparation for the Olympics as part of  a trend that  began in the 1990s when Israel began winning

medals. 

In 1994 the Sports Service established a “Unit for the Advancement of Women in Sports in Israel,” with t

closing the gap between men and women in sports (with regard to athletes and representation of women in sports o

media, etc.).  Since the group’s establishment, the “inequality” gap has been gradually closing. 

It is Israel’s hope that peace will be achieved in the Middle East.  Among all the other advantages of peac

be able to fully integrate in its natural milieu, which will further advance the development of sports in the country.

Haim Kaufmann 
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